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1: The Dangerous Days of Daniel X by CJ Welch on Prezi
The Dangerous Days of Daniel X James Patterson & Michael Ledwidge As stated on the back cover of the book "They
killed my mother and father- and I will hunt them to the ends of the earth"Daniel is an alien who has the power to shape
shift and control objects with his mind.

Plot[ edit ] Twelve years after the murder of his parents, fifteen-year-old alien Daniel X has taken up the task
of his parents as Defender of Earth. In the sewers of Portland, Oregon, he defeats number 19 on the List of
Alien Outlaws on Earth, Orkng Jllfgna, in hopes of working his way up to number 1: While traveling, he
spends a night in the woods, camping with the "friends" he conjured up with his powers: Joe, Willy, Emma,
and Dana. The next day, Daniel arrives in LA. With the help of his "family", which he created, he rents a
house. The next day, Daniel decides to go to school, a first in his life. At the end of the day, he bumps into
Phoebe Cook, who is also new to the school. Daniel decides to search the city for clues about the whereabouts
of Seth, and stumbles in upon a child-slave and drug-dealing operation. The following day after school, Daniel
walks Phoebe to his house, which he finds destroyed. Soon after, he is contacted by Seth, who again warns
him to leave LA. The next day, Daniel goes back to school and, so as not to seem too smart, purposely flunks
a history test. After the test, Phoebe tells Daniel why she had changed schools. Daniel suspects it to be the
work of Seth and hurries home. After his house is compromised again, Daniel feels it is unsafe to return, so he
goes to spend the night with Phoebe. The next morning, Daniel awakens to find Phoebe missing. He finds
Phoebe near the school. He talks to her, and she transforms, revealing herself as Ergent Seth in disguise. The
ship flies away from Earth as Daniel is put into a cell for the duration of the trip. He summons his friends, who
begin reconnaissance. It has been taken over by Seth and his henchmen, killing or impoverishing most of the
inhabitants. Daniel escapes from a landing party and flees under the wreckage, where the few survivors live.
After regaining his strength, Daniel goes after Seth again. Daniel leaves Alpar Nok and returns to Earth.
Characters[ edit ] Daniel X â€” The main character of the novel. His main target is Number 1 on the List, a
dreadful alien known as The Prayer. Daniel has the power to create with his mind, but must be focused and
calm. Plus there seems to be a mass limit. Or sometimes I seem to run up against a mental block of some kind.
One time I tried to create a really cool, flaming red Ferrari, but nothing happened. He is forced to move from
town to town because of some laws he has broken, and he must move to wherever the next alien on the list is
living. Throughout the whole book, he is after Number 6 Ergent Seth on the List. The dream is about Seth in a
classroom, trying to figure out a confusing problem, and everyone is calling him "dumb-dumb. He is
responsible for many horror movie sequels. Daniel is chasing after this character the entire story, until Seth is
killed by Daniel at the end of the book by transforming into an elephant inside his head. He is known to be
very cranky. She, along with Joe, Emma, and Willy, were assumed dead when the planet was attacked,
although their bodies were never found. Dana has long blond hair and fair skin. She is explained by Daniel as
"the girl of his dreams. But in "Armageddon" she shows "feelings" for Willy. Emma â€” Emma is from Alpar
Nok. She is a self-proclaimed environmentalist, a vegetarian, and an extreme animal lover. She is white and
has brown hair and brown eyes. Joe â€” Joe is from Alpar Nok. He is fairly tall and very skinny even though
he eats four times his own body weight. His mouth is always moving; he is either talking or eating. He is the
clown of the drang and is constantly joking. He enjoys playing video games and computers. Daniel usually
summons Willy for help with machinery, weapons and combat. He never backs down from a challenge and is
constantly reminding everyone that there is nothing to fear except fear itself. And has feelings for Dana, per
"Armageddon". One of her hobbies is teasing Daniel. She cried and Daniel clapped her out of existence,
possibly erasing her memory of her new knowledge because her behavior goes back to normal by her next
appearance. Daniel meets her later in the book on Alpar Nok. Killed in prologue of the first book but
constantly conjured up by Daniel. His soul dies in "Armageddon". Also killed in the prologue in the first book.
Her soul dies in "Armageddon". Melody Judge - A girl Daniel meets in "Armageddon". She is said to be very
much like Dana, and at the end of the series, it turns out that they are one and the same. Daughter of Special
Agent Martin Judge. It was released exclusively on the Nintendo DS.
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2: The Dangerous Days of Daniel X - Wikipedia
The Dangerous Days of Daniel X is a novel by James Patterson and co-author Michael Ledwidge, written in the same
vein as his Maximum Ride series. Patterson returns to the realm of science fiction in this novel.

Little, Brown and Company, Pages: The vengeful creature would have murdered Daniel, too, if he could have
found him. His most astonishing ability is to create real flesh-and-blood people with his mind-including his
own parents, a younger sister named Pork Chop, and a quartet of best friends. When he needs extra brawn,
brainpower, comfort, or just a little company, he can mentally project them into actual existence with his
memory. He, himself, is an alien, but a good one. Now Daniel is in L. Ergent Seth, a suave and ruthless
mogul, believed to be in the film industry, 6 on the List, and reported to have Level 6 strength. To blend in
with the community, Daniel enrolls himself at Glendale High School, an all-new experience for him, where he
falls for Sarah Wilson, a girl who likes him back and needs his help. Readers will demand more books about
the wise-cracking, elephant-loving, hard-fighting, danger-luring gourmand Daniel as he dispatches the
depraved aliens on the List. The graphic novel, Daniel X: Alien Hunter, where he takes on 7, will be out in
December, , and another novel soon after. Your kids will be on guard for aliens with every grownup they
meet. A group of motor oil-guzzling aliens has been videotaping footage for an intergalactic reality show
production. Who is the leader of these murderous henchbeasts? Number 5 calls his new concept of alien
programming endertainment, which he then syndicates to networks across the cosmos. Daniel has discerned
the stench of Number 5 inside and prepares for battle. Unfortunately, the baddies have just cleared out, leaving
behind a trashed restaurant and an unconscious young waitress, whom Daniel revives. Her nametag reads Judy
Blue Eyes, and Daniel takes quite a shine to her. He puts himself on superspeed and has the place cleaned up
in seconds. All over Holliswood, things are weird. Daniel looks on, mystified, as one pregnant woman at the
local S-Mart fills her minivan with cases of motor oil and fish food. Other pregnant women converge on the
store, desperate for more of those two odd items. Inside, broadcasting from a video screen, is the scowling fish
head of Number 5 himself. Hearing a commotion coming from aisle five, Daniel rushes over to find a
makeshift film set staffed with 10 henchbeasts who start to melt terrorized shoppers with their weapons. The
whole town seems to have been cut off from the rest of the world and its residents brainwashed. As an alien
himself, Daniel has quite a list of talents and super powers. Still, Number 5 seems to be far more powerful
than Daniel. Number 5 has hacked into all the electronic devices in town and is able to track and watch Daniel
right through his TV screen and laptop. If you love this book, then try: Virus on Orbis 1. And others in the
Maximum Ride series. And others in the Daniel X series. The True Meaning of Smekday. The Dark Side of
Nowhere. The Night the Heads Came.
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The Dangerous Days of Daniel X was a quick romp of playful imagination. I always enjoy following Patterson's creative
mind. I got his Maximum Ride series for my grandson - but was soon hooked on the outcome of his very colorful and
endearing characters.

Why should you read it? Like the fast-breeding creeps with burnt-looking metallic faces and deer horns
bristling above hornet noses and stingers, who populate the American Midwest and parts of Europe. Or some
very nasty sluglike thingies with jowls like water balloons about to burst all over much of Japan and China, as
well as New York City and Vancouver. Plus a host of human-skeletonish freaks with tentacle hair and green
multifaceted fly eyes; some white chocolateâ€”colored cretins that look like giant human babies, only with
glowing television fuzz for their eyes and mouths; and a praying mantisâ€”looking race with shrunken heads,
long red dreadlocks, and a pathetic need to destroy, operating in the general area of Texas, Kansas, and
Oklahoma. Maybe I should stop talking, though, before I get too far ahead of myself. Now, the rest of you, I
need you to do three important things. Take a deep, deep breath. Disregard everything anyone has ever told
you about life on Earth. I was taking an ordinary can of Play-Doh down from the playroom shelf when my
mom called from the top of the basement stairs. Dinner will be ready in five minutes. Time to start wrapping
things up, honey. I made a face. I would expect nothing less. I stared at the museum-quality replica of the
Lighthouse of Alexandria I was trying to finish. I squinted suddenly as I spotted what looked like a tiny, flat
black seed climbing up the side of my miniature lighthouse, and really moving too. Whoa there, little guy! It
was an Arthropoda Arachnida Acari Metastigmata, I thought, recalling the phylum, class, order, and suborder
of the tiny creature at a glance. A young male dog tick, to be exact. Two very odd and unforgettable things.
There was a strange shimmering at the back of my bright, turquoise-blue eyes. Well, technically I was the one
making it crawl, and tell jokes. Yes, you heard that correctly. I was causing the tick to do tricks and also talk.
Good story, but not for right now. Something earth-shattering was about to happen at our house. Anyway, I
had the little fellow give a wave before it flipped forward and did a one-clawed handstand on the top of the
lighthouse. And at that exact, unforgettable instant, I suddenly flew back off the bench as a wall-shaking
explosion detonated in the room above my head. Was it a freight train? A sick feeling ripped through my
stomach. Where was my mom? I know you have The List. And I want it! I have it nearby. In this pathetic little
hovel in Kansas, of all places? Shooting, I thought, my eyes clenched shut, my hands flying to my ears. I
thought, tears flooding down my cheeks. I whispered, and reached up and clicked off the basement light. I
prepared to be eaten, or maybe worse. And then I saw it â€” a six-and-a-half-foot-tall praying mantis. At least
it had taken that terrible form tonight. What a foul beast! It had long, stringy red dreadlocks hanging down
between its antennae, and a dull black metal assault rifle cradled in its sharply jointed arms. If you come to me
now, I may go easy on you. But I do hereby promise, cross my heart and hope to live forever, if you continue
to make me play this silly game of hide-and-seek, you are going to learn the meaning of the word punishment.
The Prayer smiled eerily then, flashing jagged yellow, broken-bottle-shard teeth. It covered fifteen feet of
room with a single hop. Maybe you know where The List is. Of course, I thought. I had a plan, a shred of hope
that could salvage my life. The Prayer swung its evil-looking head around the side of the water heater. And
found absolutely nothing! I smelled you there a second ago! I looked crosseyed at my new beaklike
hypostome as I scurried away on my eight new clawed legs. The answer to my immediate problem had been
straightforward: Do you follow what had just happened? The full significance of it? Now I was the tick. I had
transformed myself. Then a jet of jellylike blue flame shot from his mouth. The basement walls, carpet, and
ceiling caught fire in the blink of my eyes. I flame-broil my meat. I reached up tentatively with one of my
claws. Some good news at last. My claw stuck to the concrete like superglue. I locked my hypostome down
tight like a seat belt on a strand of his hair just as the homicidal Prayer jumped effortlessly to the top of the
burning basement stairs again. There I got a horrific, never-to-be-forgotten look at my parents on the kitchen
floor. I knew there was nothing I could do for them. I knew it in my heart and soul. Then The Prayer smashed
through the kitchen window and burst into the night. I was a three-year-old boy again. No longer a tick. I
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stood and turned back, and stared in disbelief and terror that could find no voice at that awful moment.
Already our house was a blazing shell of its former self. There was the sound of glass shattering as the upstairs
window to my bedroom blew out with the heat. Then, for a long time, there was the roar of the flames, and my
soft, little-boy cries as I stood alone in the world for the first time, orphaned and homeless. I recalled a song
my mom used to sing to me: Star light, star bright. First star I see tonight. She and my dad loved the skies and
the stars. And I remember thinking, very clearly, as if I had suddenly grown up on that horrifying,
unforgettable night: I know where The List is â€” my father has taken me to see it many times. Maybe for just
this reason. And I know what it is: And I know who I am: Daniel, son of Graff, son of Terfdron â€” the Alien
Hunter. No last name, just Daniel X. I have to tell you one more thing about that night. I must get it out. I have
done hand-to-antennae combat with an entire civilization of insects in Mexico City, Cuernavaca, and
Acapulco. And wait â€” it gets worse. I will not tell you how I got out of that one. But this particular creature,
currently right in my face, was really, really testing my limits, and my patience. I had caught up with it in
Portland, Oregon, after a month-long search through Canada and the Pacific Northwest, with a near-miss
capture attempt in Seattle. More to the point, it was at the moment blocking my escape out of a disgusting
sewage pipe underneath the fair city of Portland, somewhere, I believe, between the Rose Garden Arena and
PGE Park. I despised this kidnapper of the elderly and their pets dog liver is a delicacy on its hideous home
planet. I can best describe this alien freak as part man, part jellyfish, part chain saw. Rather than a simple yes
or no, Orkng changed itself into a kind of squid with a human face featuring a mouth with hundreds of teeth.
The entire changing process took about five seconds. Could be something to work with here.
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4: The Dangerous Days of Daniel X Summary and Analysis (like SparkNotes) | Free Book Notes
now the fate of the world rests on daniel x From the day that his parents were brutally murdered before his very eyes,
Daniel has used his unique gifts to hunt down their assassin. Finally, with the help of The List, bequeathed to him in his
parents' dying breath, he is closing in on the killer.

This fandom community needs to be bigger in my opinion. He is working his way up the list but sometimes he
needs a break. Sadly, work never ends. Number 2 has been replaced. This new enemy comes as a shock to
Daniel both when he learns of him, and when he meets him. Armageddon by Sakura Martinez reviews After
defeating Undinogh and having acquired The Gift from Khadagh, Daniel sets his eyes on the last and most
powerful alien outlaw left in The List: Lives will be lost. Friendships will be tested. K - English - Chapters: T
for violence Rated: We know what he does. We know who he is. We know how he works. But he never asked
himself, What if there are more alien hunters? In fact, there is another alien hunter on earth. And her job is to
make sure Daniel Stays alive. Well, he guess wrong. Whenn he goes on a friendly trip to Denver, Colorado, he
meets a girl that has some trouble with aliens. Ones that Daniel thought he destroyed. But what will he do
when he finds out the aliens are back? The girls come from a war infested world and have just crash landed in
yours. The main characters are a girl named Allen Night and a guy named Allen Night. Did I mention the girls
had psychic powers and bad tempers with them? The Prayer is up to something-something big and it all starts
when Daniel and Khadagh went missing. Eyes turn to him when everyone says he was the last talked to. Will
Number 2 on the list actually bet he blame? She had to go. Work had to be done. T - English - Adventure Chapters: Contains butt-kicking Alien Hunter action, passionate romance, and good ole Italian cooking! Is
Daniel X an alien hunter or a madman? Is his problem caused by reading manga or his nemesis, The Prayer?
Story based on the Daniel X: Alien Hunter graphic novel With the help of her drang Raiva Number 3 on the
new found List. But the one day that people panicked in the USA, he meets a person he will never forget A
lover tormented by both. T - English - Romance - Chapters:
5: Dangerous Days Of Daniel X - ProProfs Quiz
Daniel's father was an alien hunter, working his way through a fearsome 'wanted' list of aliens intent on seeking control
and wreaking devastation. But as he planned his next target, his own time.

6: Daniel X | Danielx Wiki | FANDOM powered by Wikia
The Dangerous Days of Daniel X (Daniel X Series #1) by James Patterson At first glance, Lee might seem like an
average fifteen year old, shooting the breeze with his friends around a campfire, crushing on his friend Dana, sassing
the assistant principal at school.

7: Dangerous Days Of Daniel X Worksheets - Printable Worksheets
The Dangerous Days Of Daniel X book description The greatest superpower of all isn't to be part spider, part man, or to
cast magic spells - the greatest power is the power to create. Daniel X has that power.

8: Accelerated Reader Bookfinder US - Book Detail
The Dangerous Days of Daniel X was definitely written for a younger, sci-fi-loving audience. But even though I m neither
a teenager nor a fan of science fiction, I.

9: Daniel X: Watch the Skies - Wikipedia
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The Dangerous Days of Daniel X (Daniel X Series #1) by James Patterson in FB2, FB3, RTF download e-book.
Welcome to our site, dear reader! All content included on our site, such as text, images, digital downloads and other, is
the property of it's content suppliers and protected by US and international copyright laws.
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